
ative Title Litigation By Graham Hilev QC

Following are the final two parts of 
this eight part article. The previous six 
parts are to be found in the March, April 
and May issues of Balance.

Part 7
ADVOCACY1

As for all litigation the advocate’s task at 
trial is to present the case in such a way as to 
persuade the tribunal to provide the remedy 
sought. This in turn requires the primary 
evidence to be led in such a way that it can 
form the basis of clear expert opinion prof
fered to assist the tribunal to apply that 
evidence.

A major requirement for the advocate is 
a thorough understanding of the relevant 
anthropological models, descent principles, 
kinship rules and Aboriginal customs. The 
advocate must also ascertain and learn to 
recognise and understand the more common 
words and phrases used by the claimants, for 
example kin terms, names of dreamings, 
ceremonies and places.

Care must be taken to avoid causing 
offence - for example, in many cases, calling 
the names of a deceased person.2 Another 
example would be the attempted eliciting of 
secret evidence in a public hearing (c.f. ten
dering evidence of a privileged communica
tion, or disclosure to ajury of evidence given 
during a voir dire).

Evidence in chief will often be difficult 
to elicit. Quite often the evidence will have 
been obtained by a non-lawyer asking lead
ing questions - perhaps by an anthropologist 
trying to fit people and their responsibilities 
into a preconceived model. The lawyer 
should re-proof his main witnesses and plan, 
with the help of the anthropologist or lin
guist, how he should formulate his questions 
in order to elicit the desired answer.

For example, an issue fundamental to 
most claims will be the question of owner
ship and/or responsibility for a particular 
estate, site, song, ceremony or dreaming 
track. Whilst the words “own” and respon
sibility” are readily used and understood in 
European society in the context of property 
be it real, personal or intellectual, those 
concepts are not usually understood by tradi
tional Aboriginals in the same way as others 
would regard them. Nor are they readily 
capable of explanation by use of interpret
ers3 .

To ask the question - “who owns this 
place” - will not elicit a reliable answer. A 
slightly better question might be to ask - 
“who is the boss (or king) for this place?”.

But this may also have problems. Firstly, 
some Aborigines would understand that word 
to be used in the context of boss/manager, 
i.e. Kirda/Kurtungulu - both of which cat
egories have been held to qualify for tradi
tional ownership of country.4 Secondly, the 
word “boss” or a similar word, may be 
understood differently, depending upon the 
context in which it is used.5

Another word commonly used by Euro
peans is the word “elder”. The Aboriginal 
Land Act (Qld) for example, specifically 
requires the Land Tribunal to consult with 
and consider the views of the elders.6 But 
the Act does not define “elder” and it is not 
a term readily capable of definition by Abo
rigines.

It will often be tempting to assume that 
the person who seems to be most knowl
edgeable is in fact an elder, or traditional 
owner, but this will not always be the case. 
For example, a “manager” might appear at 
first sight to be a “boss” because he appears 
to play a greater role with the performance of 
a particular ceremony. In some cases, a great 
deal of the primary evidence on behalf of the 
claimants has been given by knowledgeable 
people who are not in fact claimants or 
traditional owners.7

Ultimately, the task for the advocate will 
be to acquire a thorough understanding of 
the relevant rules about who may and who 
may not give what evidence and in what 
circumstances8 (e.g. whether there should 
be any and if so what restrictions imposed). 
He or she will have to decide precisely how 
to ask the right questions in order to elicit the 
appropriate information. Regrettably, many 
questions and answers are capable of ambi
guity, which fact is only realised after the 
transcript arrives and the witnesses have 
gone. Often the answer is difficult to hear 
and understand and errors are made tran
scribing the answer.9

Many Aboriginal witnesses are shy and/ 
or have a tendency to speak very softly. 
Counsel will have to sit or stand very close to 
the witness in order to properly hear the 
reply. Similar pronunciations of parts of 
words have frequently led to the wrong word 
being recorded.10

Consequently, the advocate is well ad
vised to pay careful attention to everything 
that is said, make notes as to answers given, 
and carefully check the transcript at the 
earliest opportunity in order to have it cor
rected.11

As always, the advocate must maintain 
control over his or her witness, particularly 
the expert who has just spent the last twelve 
(12) months on the case. The expert would 
know much about the claimants but not all of

that knowledge will be relevant to the issues 
at hand. The relative objectivity of the 
advocate may be very important.12

With regard to sensitive matters, an ad
vocate acting for the claimants will have to 
make value judgments as to the degree of 
disclosure of restricted material necessary in 
order to win13 (the point or the case). He or 
she has to be constantly aware of the extreme 
pressure which his or her Aboriginal clients 
and other Aboriginal witnesses are under 
where they are being asked to bend tradi
tional rules concerning publication of secret 
information. On the other hand, he or she 
will have to argue for such restrictions as are 
necessary and appropriate in such a way that 
the tribunal and other parties are not left with 
the feeling that they are being misled, or 
deprived of necessary detail. Various mecha
nisms have been devised during the course 
of land claims to enable restricted material to 
be presented in such a way that the risk of its 
improper use is minimised.

Most of the above comments apply also 
to the cross-examiner. Unlike the golden 
rule of cross-examination in civil proceed
ings - that is always to ask a leading question 
- questions of Aboriginal witnesses which 
merely elicit “yes” answers will often carry 
little weight. Unlike the experienced police
man who is being cross-examined in a crimi
nal trial, the average Aboriginal witness will 
not have had any experience as a witness and 
may be incl ined to concur with various propo
sitions put to him or her.14

Part 6
INTERPRETING AND APPLYING 

THE EVIDENCE

The most important evidence - I say 
important because it will carry most weight 
and it will form the basis of secondary and 
expert evidence - will be the primary evi
dence of claimants, counter claimants and 
other knowledgeable persons.

That evidence will often be given by 
Aboriginal witnesses using Aboriginal Eng
lish (as distinct from standard English). The 
probative value of such evidence will de
pend very much upon the experience and 
ability of those who seek to elicit it, and those 
who receive it and deal with it15.

A substantial body of evidence which a 
witness is able to give will never be adduced 
by the questioner, or never properly heard, 
understood or applied by the listener16 
Indeed I would venture to suggest that up to 
half of the answers given by an Aboriginal 
witness, particularly under cross-examina-
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tion or interrogation will be: -
(a) not heard fully;
(b) misunderstood by the questioner, and by 

others present at the time the answer is 
given;

(c) not accurately transcribed;
(d) misunderstood by those later reading the 

transcript; and/or
(e) misapplied by the tribunal.

I suggest that a publication like Aborigi
nal English and the Law by Dr Diana Eades17 
be read and understood by any person deal
ing with Aboriginal witnesses, informants, 
or clients18.

Dr Eades observes 19that differences are 
to be found between Aboriginal English and 
Standard English in every area of language: 
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, mean
ing, use and style .

It is particularly important to be cogni
zant of cultural factors such as the speaker’s 
position and authority within the group, kin 
rules and the function of indirectness in 
social interactions.

Questions and Answers
Much use will be made of the conven

tional question and answer method of adduc
ing evidence. This requires the careful use of 
appropriate language by the questioner and 
a proper comprehension of the question and 
answer by the listener20 .

For example the need for indirectness in 
the information gathering process can be 
assisted by hinting at an answer, observing 
for a gesture, and waiting perhaps longer 
than usual for the answer before proceeding 
further. Dr. Eades suggests that questions 
should not commence with auxiliary verbs 
(such as do, did, are, etc) and she observes 
that questions are often uttered with a rising 
intonation and ended with a question marker 
(eh?)21 .

Questions to be avoided (or approached 
very carefully) include: -
(i) inappropriate questions asked of in

appropriate people in inappropriate 
company22 ;

(ii) questions or activities involving the 
display of photographs of certain peo
ple, places or objects23 ;

(iii) questions which include or seek to 
elicit the name of a person whose 
name is the same as a person recently 
deceased;24

(iv) leading questions which invite gratui
tous concurrence; 25

(v) either/or questions;26
(vi) long or complex questions;27
(vii) use of double negatives;28
(viii) use of ambiguous words-e.g. own29, 

originate30.
Responses that are frequently misunder

stood include: -

(i) answers of I don’t know, I don’t 
remember31 , or answers that appear 
evasive or even misleading. These 
may be the witness’ polite way of 
indicating that the question is inap
propriate, that he or she is not permit
ted to answer it, and/or thatcertain 
persons are present who should not 
hear or know that information. Per
haps the witness did not hear or under
stand the question but is too shy to say 
so;

(ii) silence;32 ;
(iii) avoidance of direct eye contact;33 ;
(iv) numbers, times, dimensions34 and 

distances;
(v) gratuitous concurrence with a lead

ing question35;
(vi) use of kin terms -e.g. mother, brother, 

etc36;
(vii) words which in standard English com

mence with an h37, f, v, or th38;
(viii) words with differently pronounced 

vowels and diphthongs39;
(ix) words in which the ending is omitted 

in Aboriginal English40 - e.g. an end
ing ed which could denote the past 
tense;

(x) absence of the ‘s suffix denoting pos-
• 41session ;

(xi) absence of an s denoting plural42;
(xii) different use of prepositions43;
(xiii) use of he or him to refer to one or

more people of either sex44;
(xiv) use of the present tense instead of the 

past tense45;
(xv) words which may have different mean

ings to different people - e.g. owner46, 
brother, kill;

(xvi) gestures-perhaps a sudden albeit slight 
movement of the eyes, the head, or a 
finger to indicate a person or a direc
tion47 .

Transcripts may be inaccurate or mis
leading for various reasons: -
(i) The transcriber might not correctly 

hear and record the answer48 Indeed 
where the questioner (or someone else) 
incorrectly repeats what he or she 
thought the witness said, the tran
scriber will often be (wrongly) guided 
by the repetition rather than by the 
answer itself.

(ii) The transcript will not record pauses, 
emphasis or gesture 49 I suggest that 
more use be made of video recording 
(as now occurs with records of inter
view by police in some places - e.g. 
Northern Territory). This would assist 
the tribunal and the participants to 
better remember the witness and the 
context of an answer.

Other forms of evidence

Some of the most significant indicia of 
native title will comprise evidence not proven 
in the conventional way - i.e. by question and 
answer in a court setting50-

Chief Judge Durie of the Maori Land 
Court of New Zealand, and Chairman of the 
Watangi Tribunal cited an example51.

“Monoculturalism in the Maori Land 
Court continued into this century. Some 
decades ago a Maori elder appeared before 
the Court and did no more than sing a song 
of the Wanganui River, on a claim to the 
ownership of the river bed. The Court noted 
that he sang a song but had nothing to say.

Of course it was usual for a people with
out a land transfer office to assert their own
ership in other ways and the old man was 
simply singing his title in customary style. 
His song was a declaration of ownership.”

Compare the tendering of a certificate of 
title, or certificate of incorporation in a civil 
court in circumstances where the judge was 
totally unaware of the significance of such 
documents.

The most compelling evidence will of
ten be found in the performance of a cer
emony, in a ritual associated with a visit to a 
particular site, in a gesture, a pause or in an 
answer misunderstood. Often the evidence 
which is most significant in determining 
who has what rights and responsibilities, is 
evidence that must be withheld, or heavily 
restricted from publication52. The exist
ence and importance of such evidence may 
only emerge in certain circumstances - for 
example at a site visit with a limited audi
ence.

A ceremony may provide evidence of 
some, perhaps all, of the elements of proof of 
native title. Words sung will commonly 
identify dreamings and ancestral beings with 
people and country. The roles played by 
participants, both before and during the cer
emony, will often demonstrate what rights 
and responsibilities are held by certain peo
ple or groups in respect of country, tradi
tional practices, transmission of knowledge, 
and in relation to each other. Objects used, 
such as tjuringa, and the manner of their use, 
will also provide valuable clues.

The performance of a ceremony may be 
as compelling evidence of custom and tradi
tion, and indeed of native title, at least within 
Aboriginal tradition, as would be a certifi
cate of title, or a binding High Court author
ity.

Similarly a ritual performed by particu
lar people at particular places may provide 
valuable evidence of the rights and responsi
bilities of various people in relation to such 
places. Such rituals might involve calling 
out certain words, carrying a branch and 
waving it in a certain way, wearing certain 
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clothes or other items, making of certain 
signs or gestures, and so on.

Expert to explain
Chief Judge Durie, amongst others, has 

emphasised the need for the tribunal to be 
able to understand the cultural significance 
of what was being said. He points out that 
what was required was:

“not just an anthropology that described 
the customs and practices of the people, but 
one that presented those customs and prac
tices within the context of the underlying 
philosophy, ideology or jurisprudence by 
which those customs and practices are ex
plained. The Maori evidence of customs 
tended to be anecdotal and impressionistic, 
leaving to the adjudicator the task of concep
tualising a range of practices in ideological 
terms. It is not surprising that the adjudica
tors drew upon their own legal and cultural 
backgrounds. Accordingly, it is not the 
evidence but the interpretation of the evi
dence that presents the main concern.”53

Frequently it will be necessary for the 
evidence to be interpreted and explained in 
order for its significance to be properly un
derstood. This has occurred in (Northern 
Territory) land claims54 and has been subject 
of debate in the ordinary courts.55

There are numerous examples of state
ments being made and ceremonies being 
performed, the significance of which will be 
missed unless an appropriate expert is avail
able to assist. Such assistance will also be 
necessary to explain just why certain wit
nesses say certain things, or refuse to say or 
do certain things, perhaps because of prohi
bitions cast upon them by Aboriginal law.

In my view, it is primarily the responsi
bility of those representing the claimants to 
ensure that an appropriate expert is called to 
interpret the evidence adduced, to explain 
particular nuances and to therefore enable 
the tribunal to better understand the case 
being advanced. Usually the only person 
who can provide that assistance will be the 
anthropologist (or other expert) engaged to 
assist the claimants. In many cases one or 
more of the claimants can interpret, or ex
plain, things being said or done by others56. 
For example, when a ceremony or ritual is 
being performed, one or more Aboriginal 
people might explain what is happening at 
various stages of the ceremony.

In summary then it is important that all 
possible assistance be provided to the tribu
nal to enable it to obtain the full benefit of all 
evidence available. Without such assistance 
the parties (both claimants and opponents) 
will not have advanced their best case.
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